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Mindset change activities
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Plan the next trainings. Propose short online pills to 
promote knowledge of the 
methodology.
Propose short activities that can 
be done in the different cities 
related to the themes of each one.

Share examples of projects in the 
world carried out with the 
methodology in relation to the 
areas worked in each city.

Identify partnerships that allow 
local presence to ensure the 
realization of Mindset change 
activities.

Next steps

DFC SPAIN - GENERAL ASSEMBLY September 
2022
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Plan the next trainings.

Share examples of projects in the 
world carried out with the 
methodology in relation to the 
areas worked in each city.

DFC SPAIN - Lucca’s GA 2023

● Conversations with:
○ Lucca

■ New edition of the Mindset Change Workshop 22nd and 23rd of March
■ Doing an activity with youngsters
■ Meeting with attendants from the 1st Mindset Change

○ Córdoba
■ New edition of the Mindset Change Workshop (waiting for dates)
■ Doing an activity with youngsters (waiting for dates)

○ Nitra
■ New edition of the Mindset Change Workshop (waiting for dates)



DFC SPAIN - Lucca’s GA 2023

● How could we help people to connect with the 
subject?

● How could children help to find solutions with the 
elderly problems identified?

● How could we connect teachers from other areas 
in order to show how Las Palmeras can be 
replicable?

● How could we change the language, so the 
Mindset Change will not be a handicap?

● How could we make the DFC methodology 
accessible to the young people at the 
YouthStation?○ Riga
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Propose short online pills to 
promote knowledge of the 
methodology.
Propose short activities that can 
be done in the different cities 
related to the themes of each one.

DFC SPAIN - Lucca’s GA 2023
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Share examples of projects in the 
world carried out with the 
methodology in relation to the 
areas worked in each city.

DFC SPAIN - Lucca’s GA 2023
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Identify partnerships that allow 
local presence to ensure the 
realization of Mindset change 
activities.

● “luccacreativehub” as the new DFC Partner for Italy
● “Exploring possibilities in Las Palmeras”

DFC SPAIN - Lucca’s GA 2023

● How could we (as transversal partners) make the 
most of the events/trainings organized in each 
city?

● How could we (as DFC) work closer to the cities 
so DFC methodology can help them to face their 
challenges?
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¡Gracias!

Paldies!

Ďakujem!

Grazie!


